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Abstract. In recent years, thermal image has extensively been used in
many fields such as military (e.g., target acquisition, surveillance, night
vision, homing and tracking) and civilian purposes (e.g., medical diag-
nosis, thermal efficiency analysis, environmental monitoring). It may be
a promising alternative for investigation of facial expression and emo-
tion. Currently there are very few database to support the research in
facial expression and emotion, however most of them either only include
posed thermal expression images or lack thermal information. For these
reasons, we propose and establish a natural visible and thermal facial
emotion database. The database contains seven spontaneous emotions of
26 subjects. We also analyze a visible database, a thermal database to
recognize expression and thermal information to recognize emotion.

Keywords: Facial expression analysis, thermal image, visible image,
spontaneous database, facial emotion, KTFE database.

1 Introduction

Although we have spent many years in doing research on facial expression anal-
ysis since the work of Darwin in 1872 [1], we have still not understood clearly
how the human brain works to analyze the facial expression and how computer
could reach the accuracy rate of automatic facial expression analysis as human.
Facial expression analysis continues to be an active research topic for behavioral
scientists. There is such a huge research on facial expression analysis, already
described and surveyed in detail in [2],[3],[4]. Currently most research work uses
visible images or videos and has achieved good result. However, under the lack
of illumination, even darkness or exceeding of source of light, the result of vis-
ible expression analysis is not good. On the other hand, thermal images are
not sensitive to light conditions. Consequently, using thermal images helps us to
complete the gaps of visible images. Besides, the skin temperature changes are
useful to classify the emotions [5] and facial expression is a good emotion-related
behavior [6]. We can infer emotions from skin temperature and expressions from
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several special emotions. Moreover, most of the current databases used for re-
search are visible and posed. The expressions, from those databases, are usually
obtained from unreal emotion and overplay features. Secondly, there are a few
thermal facial image databases but they are posed thermal expression images.
Even though a database is built in posed and spontaneous expressions, it still
meets some mistakes such as when they designed data acquisition, they forgot
about time lag phenomenon or expressions are elicited by asking participants
to imitate sample expressions, exaggerated expressions. With these reasons, we
propose and establish a thermal facial expression and emotion database to allow
the research in facial expression analysis to be more realistic. In this paper, we
describe in detail the materials and methods to design and collect the thermal
facial emotion database - KTFE (Kotani Thermal Facial Emotion) database.
To verify the effectiveness of our spontaneous database, we use PCA (Princi-
pal Component Analysis), EMC (Eigenspace Method based on Class features)
and PCA-EMC to classify facial expressions of a visible and thermal facial im-
age database. We have also used PCA and PCA-EMC to classify emotions of
thermal facial emotion database leading to very attractive results.

2 Review of Existent Natural and Infrared Databases

Innumerable natural databases for facial expression analysis have been built since
many years, such as Cohn-Kanade (CK) [7], UA-UIUC [8], MMI [9], UT-Dallas
[10], Belfast [11], AAI [12] and so on. A comprehensive survey of these databases
is given in [3].

Compared to the number of existing visible databases, only very few thermal
face databases are available in the literature. Furthermore, these databases only
include some posed thermal data and one spontaneous thermal data. In this

Table 1. Current thermal facial database
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document, we listed and compared several databases of infrared facial expression,
along with the information related to the name, the number of subjects, wave
band of thermal camera, lighting, illumination and expression description as
table 1. Firstly, NIST Equinox [13] has been used in many researches of thermal
image, which is not available anymore. Secondly, IRIS Thermal/Visible Face
Database [14] is very useful only for face recognition because posed expressions
are elicited by asking subjects to perform a series of emotional expressions in
front of a camera. Thirdly, USTC-NVIE database [15] is a very good database
and adaptable for a good posed and spontaneous thermal database. However,
their procedure for data acquisition to induce emotions has a mistake. In their
video clips to evoke emotion, the gaps between each emotion clip are 1-2 min long
which is too short for participants to establish a neutral emotion status. They do
not mention about the recording time before ending of each emotion clip. The
changing of human temperate is later than the changing of emotion. Therefore,
the time before ending of each emotion clips is very important. In a short, there
is only one facial expression database using visible and thermal image, although
many expression databases use visible or thermal only. Furthermore, there exist
several unclear and non-suitable procedures in these databases. These reasons
motivated us to propose and build up another natural visible and infrared facial
emotion database.

Table 2. Information of participants in building the KTFE database

3 Materials and Method

3.1 Participants

The database contains 26 subjects from 11 year-old to 32 year-old as depicted in
table 2. To ensure accuracy in results of the experiments, all of the participants
were asked to take rest, maintain in good mood for 2 hours prior to the mea-
surements and to avoid the presence of cosmetic substances on their face at the
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time of experiment. Before taking the experiment, each participant consented to
join the test and also signed the test agreement.

3.2 Measurement Devices and Environment

Room Setup. The room for conducting the experiment is L shaped with
8m∗12m ∗3.5m and the omitted area is about 6m2. The experiment room was
always kept quiet to ensure no effect to induce the participants emotions. Dur-
ing the data acquisition, the internal temperature of the room that is used for
conducting experiments is maintained between 24◦C and 26◦C because of the
sensitivity of the facial surface to the environmental temperature. To control the
humidity and temperature of the room, we used the building air conditioning
system, and the flow of air condition was not directed to the testing area. To
keep the constant illumination between day and night, kept both the door and
the curtains closed during the experiment. The experiment area had infrared
camera, equipped with laptop, desk, chair, LCD screen, mass storage disk, head
phone, and two special curtains. Two curtains separated the participant from
the experimenter as a result of which the participants felt more comfortable and
not shy, making it easier to induce their emotions. The view of the room and
experiment area is depicted in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Overview of experiment room

Camera Setup. We used an Infrared Camera NEC R300 to obtain the visi-
ble and thermal videos. The infrared camera has 3.1mega pixels visible camera
capturing 5 frames per second and a long wavelength infrared (LWIR) camera
opening from 8µm to 14 µm. The thermal sensitivity is 0.030C at 300C. Ther-
mal infrared imaging data were captured at 5ft/s. The camera was placed at a
height of 1.5m above the floor and 0.85m in front of the participants. To obtain
the correct temperature of participants, the calibration was set up before each
experiment and updated automatically per minute. We used NS9500 PRO, sup-
porting real-time monitor, to capture both visible and thermal data and NS9500
STD to view, enhance, analyze, and extract the thermal data.
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3.3 Procedures

Stimuli. In this experiment, we use selected emotional video clips to evoke the
emotion of the participant. The video clips were gained by four persons from
the internet and judged by the authors. There are four angry clips, four disgust
clips, four fearful clips and one fearful game, six happy clips, seven sad clips,
three surprised clips and two neutral clips. We further classified each emotion
class into four sub-classes according to their intensive levels.

Data Acquisition. The experiment room had only one participant and exper-
imenter during data collection. The participant was seated comfortably in an
armchair in front of a laptop screen as shown in Fig.1. Fig.2 shows the data
acquisition procedure, which fixes the former database mistake. Depending on
the participants, we did not ask them to not wear on or take off their glasses.
We also did not require them to keep their head fixed in one position because
we wanted to obtain the spontaneous emotions. The participants were given an
introduction of the purpose and procedure of the experiment prior to taking
data and then they were asked to wear headphone. Before and after each ses-
sion, the instrumental music turned on to help the participant return to the
neutral feeling. In each session, we tested only one emotion and specially paid
attention to the time lag phenomenon. When participants did not to take some
fearful or angry clips, we stopped this session to protect the human right. After
experiment of each person, we asked them to give the report contributed their
feeling to each emotion video clips. These self-reported data were helped us to
label the recorded videos.

Fig. 2. Data acquisition procedure

3.4 KTFE Database Design

The first version of KTFE database, which contains seven spontaneous emo-
tions of 26 subjects, includes 126 gigabyte of visible and thermal facial emotion
videos, visible facial expression image database and thermal facial expression
image database. To obtain the thermal expression image database, we manually
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Fig. 3. Sample thermal and visible images of seven expressions

choose the expressions using NS9500STD software. There are three persons to
select manually the suitable frames for every emotion of each person and extract
into thermal images. The visible image database is also manually extracted and
chosen by two persons.

4 Data Analysis

In this section, we bring a fundamental evaluation of usability of the visible
facial database, thermal facial database and conduct the thermal data to analyze
emotions. Before evaluating of these databases, to avoid any undesired noise in
the thermal images, visible images, we use median smoothing filter to reduce
noises and blurring. The preprocessing for visible image is to normalize image to
facial space containing only face. To analyze the facial expression using thermal
infrared data of expressions, after reducing the effect of noise, we use three
convention methods PCA, EMC, PCA-EMC. With PCA, the aim is to build a
face space, including the basis vectors called principal components, which better
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describe the face images [16]. To estimate emotions using PCA, we divide the
training set into five classes and compute the eigen-space as following:
Step 1: Concatenating each row of a thermal data of each frame by row, the
thermal data can be transformed to a column vector. Given M frames of thermal
data as training data, we convert these datum to corresponding column vectors
Step 2: The mean of training data has to be calculated and then subtracted from
each original thermal data in the datum.
Step 3: Calculate the eigenvectors and eigen-values of the covariant matrix.
For each test thermal data, we project it to the eigen-space of each class and
derive the reconstruction thermal data from each eigen-space. Using mean square
error, measuring the similarity, between input thermal data and reconstruction
thermal data, we can choose a suitable class for input thermal data which is a
minimum of mean square errors [16].

Fig. 4. Examples of a eigenvector of PCA and EMC [18]

In reference [17], the authors proposed eigen-space method based on class-
features (EMC) to analyze the facial expressions. The difference between PCA
and EMC is that PCA finds the eigenvector to maximize the total variance
of the projection to line, while EMC is obtained eigenvector to maximize the
difference between the within-class and between-class variance. The Fig.4 shows
the advantage of EMC over PCA. The difference between the within-class and
between-class covariance is calculated as following:

S = SB − SW . (1)

SB =
1

M

∑

f∈F

Mf (xf − x)(xf − x)τ . (2)

SW =
1

M

∑

f∈F

Mf∑

f∈F

Mf(xfm − xf )(xfm − xf )
τ . (3)
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xf =
1

M

Mf∑

m=1

xfm;x =
1

M

∑

f∈F

Mf∑

m=1

xfm. (4)

where F is a set of expression classes, Mf facial-patterns are given for each
class f ∈ F and xfm is an N -dimension vector of the m− th facial patterns,m =
1,Mf

To estimate emotion using EMC, we divide the training set into five classes
then calculate the eigenvectors and eigen-values of the matrix S and compute
the eigen-space. For each test thermal data, we project it into the eigen-space of
each class and an emotion is chosen if it gets maximum of cosine of angle between
obtained vector after projection and eigenvector of each class. With PCA-EMC,
we use PCA to reduce the dimension and then apply EMC to the obtain data.

Table 3. Confusion matrices of expression analysis of visible images with PCA

Table 4. Confusion matrices of expression analysis of visible images with PCA-EMC

4.1 Evaluation of the Visible Image Database

The preprocessing for visible image is to normalize image to facial space con-
taining only face. The three well-know algorithms are used to classify images to
emotions. There are PCA [16], EMC[8] and PCA-EMC methods. We extracted
the visible image database from KTFE database. It includes 330 images of 22
subjects for 5 expressions. The rate of testing and training is 40 percent and 60
percent of total images, respectively. Table 3, 4, 5, including confusion matri-
ces and average recognitions, shows the performance of these algorithms with
respect to our visible image database. According to confusion matrices, anger
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Table 5. Confusion matrices of expression analysis of visible images with EMC

Table 6. Confusion matrices of emotion classification of thermal data with PCA

Table 7. Confusion matrices of emotion classification of thermal data with PCA-EMC

expression do not recognize by sadness and vice versa. There are some confusion
between happiness and neutral because some persons do not reveal their smiling.

4.2 Evaluation of the Thermal Data

To classify emissions using thermal data, we used PCA, PCA-EMC. The ther-
mal data was extracted from KTFE. It includes 3.5GB thermal data for five
emotions. The training and testing data are 40 percent and 60 percent of the
total thermal data. From table 6, 7, 8, no instance of anger is incorrectly recog-
nized as happiness. Neutral emotion and anger emotion are the most recognized
by PCA and PCA-EMC, respectively. Based on the results, we confirm that
thermal data are important addition information to support for expressions and
emotions analysis.
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Table 8. Confusion matrices of emotion classification of thermal data with EMC

Table 9. Confusion matrices of expression analysis of thermal images with PCA

Table 10. Confusion matrices of expression analysis of thermal images with PCA-EMC

Table 11. Confusion matrices of expression analysis of thermal images with EMC

4.3 Evaluation of the Thermal Image Database

Before classifying images to emotions, the preprocessing is similar to the prepro-
cessing for the visible images. The PCA, EMC, PCA-EMC also used to classify
the emotions. In this experiment, we use 330 images of 22 subjects for 5 expres-
sions. We used 40 percent images and 60 percent images in total images to test
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and train, respectively. From table 9, 10, 11, EMC method, suitable for thermal
images, gave very high classify rate.

5 Conclusions

We proposed a KTFE database in this research for expression and emotion
recognition, which has several advantages: Firstly, this is one of the first natural
spontaneous visible and thermal videos. These databases will allow researchers
on facial expressions and emotions to have more approaches more realistic; Sec-
ondly, this database already fixed some mistakes which the former database met
when they did experiment settings such as the time lag phenomenon; Thirdly,
we also had several researches in our data and obtained some results to support
researchers using our database. The results on thermal data give us a promising
future on facial research. In future, we will continue developing our data and
working on thermal data to contribute better results.
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